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Abstract
In this paper we present several simple performance models for
computationally intense remote procedure calls. Previous analyses of
remote procedure call have dwelt largely on how to reduce call overhead for computationally trivial remote procedure call. Experimental
determination the values of the parameters of the models are shown
for a variety of network sizes. Conclusions are drawn for the current
and future feasibility of performing computationally intense remote
procedure call on a wide area network.
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Introduction

Remote procedure call is a simple, natural paradigm for distributed computing. A client program sends a message containing input parameters to
a server program implementing the procedure and receives a message containing output parameters in return. This technique is commonly used in
distributed file systems such as Sun's NFS [1,2,3] and distributed data base
systems. However, use of this paradigm in scientific computing is not wide
spread. We believe one reason for this is that computationally intense remote procedure call is qualitatively different from the traditional uses of
remote proced ure call.
The most common model of computationally intense scientific computing is to estimate the execution time of program by counting the floating
point operations and dividing by the speed of the computer: T = N la where
N is measured in millions of floating point operations (MFLOP) and a is
measured in MFLOP per second. This was an accurate model when floating
point instructions executed much more slowly than other types of instruction. In modern scientific computers this is no longer the case, but the model
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is still used to give estimates for programs that are heavily dominated by
floating point computations. For programs that involve communications,
such as those involving remote procedure call, one must include communications cost in the model as well. In general, the model will look like:

T = communication time
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+ computation

time

Very Very Simple Model

An obvious generalization of the traditional model is to add a term of the
same form. For a program involving M Mbytes of communication over a
channel with bandwidth fJ Mbytes per second the total execution time is
aproximated by

This model, which we call VVSM, can be applied to memory access intense programs. For instance, I wrote a program that manipulated tensor
products of matrices that alternately performed matrix-matrix multiplicatiOD, a floating point intense task, and matrix transposition a memory access
intense task [5). Performance deviated noticeably from the traditional model
due to the time spent transposing the matrices.
VVSM can be applied to remote procedure call with M being the combined size of the input and output parameters and fJ the effective bandwidth
of the network. If the local machine operates at a speed of aL and the remote
machine operates at a higher a speed of aR one can hope for a performance
gain if

M <N(2-_2-).
f3

aL

aR

That is, if the communication time is less than the marginal decrease in
computation time. For a Sun-3 workstation as our local machine connected
to an Alliant FX/80 over an ethernet, approximate values for these parameters are: aL = 1 MFLOP/sec , aR = 10 MFLOP/sec, and fJ = 1 Mbyte/sec.
Thus, if VVSM is accurate, a program on the Sun with M < 0.9N would
see a performance benefit from the use of RPe to the Alliant.
The speedup of the remote procedure call, TL/Tn, is limited by the
relative speeds of the computers involved, s = aR/aL. This model predicts
a speedup of s/(l+rp), where r == M/N and p == an/fJ. The procedure call
is characterized by r which measures the amount of communication relative
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to the amount of computation. The technology is characterized by p which
measures the relative computation and communication speeds. Alternately,
for VVSM the quantity rp can be expressed as

Commutication Time
rp= R
o Totme
emote e
omputahon
Two measures of efficiency can be used. One measures the percentage
of available speedup being obtained: el == TLVR. According to VVSM tills
is 1/(1 + rp). The other measure of efficiency measures how efficiently the
remote macillne is being utilized:

Remote Computation Time
e2 == Communication Time + Remote ComputationTime
According to VVSM el = e2. In fact, as long as one uses the traditional
model of computation time, N/a, these two definitions of efficiency will
always be equivalent. In order to obtain at least 50% efficiency, one must
haverp< 1
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Very Simple Model

Unfortunately, the previous model is inadequate. In practice, one quickly
observes that RPC only yields speedups for moderately large problems. The
problem is that there are some delays that are independent of the size of the
messages being sent. A more accurate model, which we cal VSM, is

where L represents the fixed costs of the communication.
Previous analyses of RPC seem to have determined that for the applications at hand, L was the dominant component. That is, it was expected
that Nand M were small. Thus many implementations
With this model we expect a perfonnance gain if

M
+L<N(~-~)o
f3
aL

aR

With the constants from the previous Sun-Alliant example and an observed
value of L = 3 seconds (using a modified version of the SUNRPC package
[1,2,4] with TCP and a forking server), we obtain the relation M +3 < O.9N.
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Even ifM=r=O, N must be 3.3 MFLOPS to break even. L must be less than
the local computation time if there is any hope of breaking even, so overhead
such <1.'> the forking of the server cannot be ignored.
The predicted speedup from this model is given by
TL

8

Tn -l+rp+

'1/"

From this we can see that if L is the same <1.'> the remote computation time
(N/on), the speedup h<1.'> the potential (at T = 0) for being half of the
optimal speedup, s.
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Simple Model

VSM is a bit too pessimistic. It assumes that the overhead cost, L, must be
paid for every remote procedure call. If one program makes many remote
procedure calls, it may be possible to amortize the cost of this overhead over
all of them. We can refine our analysis of the overhead with the formula
L = c + md where c is the time to establish a connection to the server, m is
the number of round trip messages sent between the client and server, and
d is the network delay. For RPC, m is typically 2. In the overall model M
now represents the total Mbytes communicated and N the total number of
MFLOPS computed remotely.
This analysis quantifies why UDP may be preferred over TCP; as a
connectionless protocol c ~ 0 and as an unreliable protocol d is lower. It
also gives insight to why RPC over a wide area network (WAN) will be
slower than RPC over a local area network (LAN) even when the networks
have the same bandwidth: the network delay d is larger on a WAN.
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Experimental Results

In order to apply our simple model, we must estimate the network dependent parameters c, d and f3 for a particular transport protocol and communication endpoints. To do this we used TCP to perform echo requests [9]
from a Sun-3 workstation on the main computer science ethernet at Purdue (athena.csopurdue.edu) to various sites. The program used is found
in Appendix A. The experiment was conducted early in the afternoon on
September 27, 1989 and the results are summarized in Table 1.
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Remote Host
uwaine.cs.purdue.edu
dragon.cs.purdue.edu 2
m.cs.uiuc.edu s
pc.ecn.purdue.edu 4.
lcs.mit.edu 5
cypre5s.decwrl.cs.net 6

Gethost
time

Connect
time

1 byte
echo

10 kbyte
""ho

bandwidth
(kbf')

0.12
0.12
0.12
0.08
0.30
6.08

0.00
0.00
0-04
0.02
0.42
0.12

0.0037
0.0058
0.0165
0.0212
0.1355
0.0587

0.038
0.069
0.143
0.288
0.951
1.569

291.5
158.2
79.0
37.5
12.3
6.6

Table 1: Network Performance for TCP from Purdue CS ethernet
In terms of SM, the "connect time" estimates c, the "1 byte echo" estimates d, and the "bandwidth" estimates {J. The bandwidth was estimated
via the formula 10/(10 kbyte echo-1 byte echo). The relatively large values
of "gethost time" reflect the time spent making yellow pages (YP) requests
via RPC which may be forwarded to a nameserver [7,8] for resolution.
To get some feel for how the experimental numbers apply to some "typical" computationally intense problems, we will use M and N for two well
understood computational problems. The first is the 1000 x 1000 LINPACK
benchmark with timings published by J. J. Dongarra [6], This problem has
M = 8 Mbytes, N = 669 MFLOP, for T = 0.011. The second is solving
a banded linear system produced by ELLPACK [10] for a 3 dimensional
elliptic partial differential equation using the 7-point star method on a 32
x 32 x 32 grid. This problem has M = 3.3 Mbytes, N = 24.3 GFLOP, for
T = 0.00013. For each problem we will pretend that each of the machines
tested above were replaced by a selection of machines benchmarked by Dongarra. The results are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. All times are given in
seconds. Computation times are projected from the 1000 x 1000 LINPACK
benchmmark and are given in the "localhost" row.
By examining these tables, one can see clearly the tradeoff between machine and network speeds. The ELLPACK problem with higher N and lower
T is more amenable to RPC.
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localhost
uwaine.cs.purdue.edu
dragon.cs.purdue.edu
m.cs.uiuc.edu
pc.ecn.purdue.edu
lcs.mit.edu
cypress.decwrl.cs. net

Sun 3
4431
4459
4482
4533
4645
5083
5646

SUll 4 II
539
568
590
641
753
1191
1754

Alliant
20.7
48.2
71.4
122.2
234.5
673.1
1235.4

ETA
4.6
32.1
55.3
106.1
218.4
657.0
1219.3

Cray
0.5
28.0
51.1
102.0
214.3
652.9
1215.2

Table 2: Projected execution times for 1000 x 1000 LINPACK benchmark
via RPe.

localhost
uwaine.cs.purdue.edu
dragon.cs.purdue.edu
m.cs.uiuc.edu
pc.ecn.purdue.edu
lcs.mit.edu
cypress.decwrl.cs.net

Sun 3
162,400
162,411
162,421
162,442
162,488
162,667
162,897

Sun 4 II
22,145
22,154
22,165
22,187
22,233
22,412
22,642

Allian't"1'"
754
765
775
796
842
1021
1251

ETA
167
178
188
209
255
434
664

Cray

17
28
38
59
105
284
514

Table 3: Projected execution times for 3d ELLPACK problem via RPe.
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Conclusion

lConnected directly to the sa.me ethernet via the t>ame tap.
~On a subnet of the computer science ethernet with a 8un-3 gateway.
3Connected via a dedicated T-1 telephone line, uruc is Purdue's connection to the
national Internet.
40 n a non-adjacent campus network.
.!i A far away Internet host.
6Connected via the Cypress D8U, a 56 kbaud synchronous modem.
78un 3/160, 16.7 MHz 68881. Benchmark speed 0.15 MFLOP/sec.
88un 4/260 with Weitek FPA. Benchmark speed 1.1 MFLOP/sec.
II Alliant FX/80 with 3 CE processors. Benchmark speed 32.3 MFLOP/sec.
11 ETA lO-P with 1 processor. Benchmark speed 146 MFLOP/see.
UCray 28 with 4. processors, benchmark speed 1406 MFLOP/sec.
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.A13 Nand M decrease, more sophisticated models are needed until in the
limit T = L becomes a good model.
The major performance bottleneck for solving linear systems via RPe
is network bandwidth, not network delay or connection establishment. For
such problems, the overhead of using TCP rather than a custom-built protocol is negligable.
Intuition is a bad guide to estimation of network bandwidth. It is possible to get a very large share of the bandwidth on low bandwidth connections.
High bandwidth connections may be limited by the interface device rather
than by network congestion. Physical distance is not a good indicator of
network connectivity; a the connection to machine a mile away connected
by a series of high speed networks may have a lower effective bandwidth
than a the connection to a machine a hundred miles away with a dlrect
connection over a low speed network.
The tradeoff between slower machines with faster network connections
and faster machines with slower network connections will be decided by a
property of the problem, T, and a property of the technology, p.
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A

Experimental Program

'include <netdb.h>

'include <eye/typea.h>
'include <sya/sockst.b>
'include <sye/time.h>

'include <aya/timeb.h>

.include <atdio.h>
.include <rpc/rpc.h>
char buf[10000];
double tdifO i
mai.n(argc, argv)

int argc;
char _argv 0 i
{

int sock;

int i,n, cread;
etruct servent .pss;
etruct bosteDt .JilhB;
etruct 80Ckaddr_J.ll ain:

etruct timeb to, thoat, teoD. t1, tHi
double dean, dl, liM;

pee = geteervbyname("ecbo". "tcp") i
ttime(~O)

;

phs = gethoetbyname(argv[l]) :
ftime(lthoet)j
ein.ei.n....family = AF_lNETj
sin.ei..n....pox-t = htOns(pBB-)B_port) i

hzero(sin.s1n-zero. aizeof(ein.ei..n....zero»

i

bcopy(phe->h.-addr, (char*)tsin.eiILaddr. phe->h.-length);

Bock

= 8ocket(AF_lNET,

SOCK_STREAM. IPPROTO_TCP);

connect(eock. (struct Bockaddr .)bin, aizBof(ein»;
fti.llle(ttcon) i

for(i=O; i<100j i++){
~te(Bock. boi, 1):

o=read(sock. buf, 1)

)

j

ttime(ttl) :

cread=Q;

i<10; i++){

for(i~O:

~ite(Boct,

buf, 10000);
forCn=10000; n!=Q; n-=read(eock. buf. n){
cread++;
)
)

Hille (.ltH) :
print:f("gethost
time:';'t (sBc.)\n",dcol1 = tdit(.ttO, I:thoet»j
printf("connect
time: Xf (eBc.)\n",dcon '" tdif(tihoet, ttcon»:
printf("l
byte lDean half round trip: Xf (sElc.nn".

dl

tdif(ttcon. Itl)/200):

printf("10 kby-te mean half round trip: Xt (sElc.)\n",
dH = tdif(l:t1. I:tM)/20)j
)

printf(IIXd return messagee\n", cread) i
printf("approl:. bridth: 1.t (Mbyte/sec)\n". 0 .01!(dH-dl) i
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double tdif(t1, t2)
struct t~eb .t1 , .t2j
{

)

double cU, d2 j
d1 ~ t1->tima + t1->millit.t1000.0;
d2 = t2->time + t2->mdllit.tl000.0:
return d2-dl j
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